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Abstract
This paper analyzes telecom consumer relationship by exploring customer switching behavior and classifying communication categories to support companies in planning applicable communication to thwart the consumer switching and improving consumer loyalty. Quantitative research is carried out by surveying 383 telecom consumers who have experienced the switching process. Findings uncover that telecom consumers selected distinct information methods before making switching decision. Active consumers prefer newsletter based on quality of service while passive consumers select newsletter largely based on competitive prices.
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1. Introduction

Telecom enterprises world over are determined to create, retain and expand the customer base to boost their profits [1]. Communications are essential segment of this entire process from initiation till the completion and beyond. Consumers are gradually getting mindful of the service deals and accordingly it has become important for the enterprises to successfully communicate their services to the diverse kinds of consumers in tailored approach concurrently exploiting the existing written communication resources. It has previously been evidenced that communication’s worth is considered essential in the consumer clubs as it can evidently influence the telecom consumer understandings’ central features like price and experience [2].
Researchers focus on two dissimilar categories of telecom customers that are already revealed in earlier research; also their switching behavior is under investigation with the purpose to classify chosen communication forms by both kinds of consumers to support companies in planning tailored communications that could attract customers’ particular behavior to stay with the companies for longer duration.

Understanding customer switching behavior is significant as it results in the loss of potential income stream. The overheads linked to obtaining new consumers, involving account setup, credit checks, and marketing expenditures, can be five times greater as compared to the expenses of consumer retention efforts [3] [4]. This concept means that when customer drops the current telecom company, then this service provider loses the potential revenue from that specific customer. And also this company has to acquire new customers so that it could earn the lost revenue from new customers. In this case, previously the company did not have to spend excessive money to entice the old customer; it just had to provide good service and cheaper price. But in order to gain new customer, company is required to spend heavy amount on advertisement so as to entice new customer, and the good quality and cheaper price offerings are additional expenses for the company. So eventually it is better for the company to minimize the advertisement cost by preventing the switching behavior of current customers. While the excellence of service, relationship, and general satisfaction are valuable for customer retention, what triggers consumers to shift from one service provider to another, is reasonably understudied [3] [5] [6].

Companies are required to focus on refining quality, value, and trustworthy consumer connections to triumph. That is precisely where this study supports companies in identifying the customer switching behavior by recognizing any of the three triggers i.e., influential, situational and reactional triggers followed by creating the tailored communication for both consumer groups, specifically, active and passive consumers, rendering to their corresponding approach and behavior, in the cultural setting of China [7] [8].

The telecom business has developed, accompanied by the persistent market growth and number of customers. Previously, telecom companies could be contingent on robust brand resources and loyal consumers; nevertheless, intense competition due to the entrance of several telecom companies into the market, has resorted to difficult existence of companies until they take essential measures.

As Roos and Gustafsson [9] explain that leading motive for consumer to switch a company is partial information. Triggers are the central starting facts that push consumer to reassess the relationship with existing company and this choice founded on already stated partial information that is present in subconscious of the consumer’s mind instigates switch at a particular time. There are three sorts of triggers, reactional, situational and influential [9].

Roos, Edvardsoon, and Gustafsson [10] describe three types of triggers for switching behavior: situational triggers, influential triggers, and reactional triggers [4]. Situational triggers comprise demographic alterations; influential triggers comprise causes linked
with the competitors’ aggressive marketing attempts to expand their market share; and reactonal triggers involve critical incidents in communications among consumers and brands. Grounded on this framework, they classify key switching determinants in numerous industries, involving banking, insurance, telecommunications, super-market, and social insurance [10]. As linked to “theory of reasoned action”, these three triggers are observed as originating a deliberate switching process that later causes the switching behavior.

China has more than 800 million mobile phone users, where intense competition occurs amongst key mobile companies to obtain and maintain consumers. While Western researchers study different facets of customer switching behavior from diverse viewpoints, service excellence and customer switching behavior in China’s market is relatively understudied [3] [5] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15]. Instant paper adjusts this research gap by providing an understanding of Chinese consumers’ switching behavior [16] [17] [18] [19].

This paper consists of 10 segments. Following is the structure of this paper: Title, abstract, introduction, literature review, methodology, findings, discussion, implications for managers and conclusion, limitations and future research, and references.

2. Customer Switching Behavior

Telecom customers are attracted towards low prices, better service quality, social circle influence, and advertisement. Marketing researchers explore this area in detail in previous relevant studies. They have revealed “triggers” and “switching determinants” that cause customers to switch from one company to other. Moreover, based on the respective switching behavior, telecom customers have been identified as active or passive. These findings make it interesting for the service firms to understand, identify and relate their service offerings according to customer switching behavior, and consequently, companies can prevent customers from switching and hence revenue can be increased in cost effective manner.

Studies on service quality and service marketing uncover numerous explanations why consumers select any specific mobile company, ensuing in a wide range of literature on service quality, customer retention, and customer switching behavior [3] [5] [6] [20]. For instance, Parasuraman et al. [6] [20] offer a theoretical model of service quality in shape of a mechanism (SERVQUAL) for quantifying service quality. Although their enquiry roots exclusively on consumers in the West, their new research offers theoretical direction for the research of cross-cultural differentiations of service quality and links consumer behaviors in an international perspective. Studies demonstrate that observations of service quality, general contentment, and service encounters influence consumer loyalty in different settings [3] [21] [22]. Commonly studies in this area are centered on two key parts: (i) why consumers choose a mobile company, and (ii) what are the switching expenses and impediments.

In exploring why consumers select a mobile company, LaBarbera and Mazursky [23] employ a panel method to determine the significance of satisfaction and dissatisfaction
in describing the behavior of repeat purchasers. They determine that satisfaction measure is a meaningful aspect for consumer loyalty development. Gonul, Peter, and Sugawara [24] state the correlation among purchase timing of households, repeat purchase, and the propensity to switch products and determine that distinctive product features impact the trend to switch: when the consumption interlude becomes lengthier, customers are further prone to switch, and when the consumers purchase the product frequently due to its importance, loyalty would endure. Athanassopoulos [25] studies the link among consumer contentment, service, and consumer loyalty and describes that consumer contentment is positively linked with averting consumer switching behavior in the banking business.

Various researchers study switching expenses and impediments and the subsequent impacts on consumers’ choices to be loyal to a specific brand [26] [27] [28] [29] [30]. For instance, Kim, Klinger, and Vale (2003) describe switching expenses as the charges linked with shifting cellular companies due to several economic and psychological motivations [31]. Lam et al. (2004) split switching expenses into five sets, comprising money, effort, time, new technology, and uncertainty [14], whereas Bell et al. (2005) discuss that switching expenses contain sunk expenses, search expenses, and setup expenses [5]. Kim, Park, and Jeong (2004) link preceding studies on consumer preservation and consumer loyalty and state that switching impediments contain switching expenses, the desirability of substitutes, and social connections [32]. Jones et al. (2000) discuss that the damage of a personal connection with mobile company is a type of switching impediment [12], and Dowling and Uncles (1997) uncover that frequent flyer programs shape an economic switching impediment [33].

Though the literature on service marketing and service management indicates that several aspects are linked to service switching behavior, the direct implementation of these results in the international marketing and service management has restrictions since previous research centers on these questions in a Western setting, not directly on service switching in a global setting. Moreover, low service quality and discontent signify certain details why consumers switch service in the West, however they do not paint the complete picture. Convenience, price, and availability could improve consumer contentment and eventually impact consumers’ behavioral motivations [3] [34]. Specifically, service breakdown might not cast the same impact as in the West in a collectivistic culture where consumers regularly enchant their own feelings and emotions (Hofstede, 2001), and therefore they are less prone to switch brands as a response to service breakdown [35]. Keaveney (1995) offers eight underlying constructs that could influence consumers to switch brands throughout service industries, comprising inconvenience, cost, service breakdown, competition, and subconscious elements [3].

Roos and Gustafsson [9] argue that consumers go through a thoughtful decision-making procedure before purchasing a brand’s offering [9]. This concept has been demonstrated in the “theory of reasoned action” (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975) which portrays that if a consumer aims to perform in a specific manner then s/he ultimately will do the same [36]. Moreover, Ajzen and Fishbein (2000) elucidate in the “expectan-
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“cy-value model” stating that consumers undertake their subconscious recollections to choose a brand along with deliberating on the presently available information; that may be defined as active (deliberate decision making by consumer) or passive (brand advertisement influence on consumer decision making) [37]. Misinformation, prejudice and misjudgment are important concepts in this realm. Vickery and Morris (1948) define prejudice as “misjudgment” which means that consumer is inspired by brands’ marketing efforts due to the incomplete information stored in consumers’ mind [38].

Roos, Edvardsoon, and Gustafsson [10] describe three types of triggers for switching behavior: situational triggers, influential triggers, and reactional triggers. Situational triggers comprise demographic alterations; influential triggers comprise causes linked with the competitors’ aggressive marketing attempts to expand their market share; and reactional triggers involve critical incidents in communications among consumers and brands. Grounded on this framework, they classify key switching determinants in numerous industries, involving banking, insurance, telecommunications, supermarket, and social insurance [10]. As linked to “theory of reasoned action”, these three triggers are observed as originating a deliberate switching process that later causes the switching behavior.

2.1. Two Different Types of Telecom Customers

There are two kinds of service consumers: active consumers and passive consumers [39]. Active consumers carefully obtain information regarding brands’ services. This behavior elucidates active consumer’s proclivity about forming long-term connections based on continuous information search process and then remaining loyal to the brand. That is why active consumers are naturally communicated by brands’ marketing efforts. On the other hand, passive consumers are not as much prudent in obtaining information regarding brands’ various offerings, let alone the consideration of marketing efforts directed towards them. This clarifies their penchant for minor concern for developing and maintaining the long-term connections with companies. Cioffi and Garner (1996) demonstrate that the major cause of such response from passive consumer is lack of their ability to compare and select between advertisements of diverse products of mobile companies [40]. Thus, prejudice overwhelms the diligence of the passive consumer’s decision-making aptitude.

2.2. Written Communication in Contemporary Customer Relationships

Duncan and Moriarty (1998) describe communication as social deed of transmitting a message to others and creating its understanding in an eloquent style [41]. For example important consumers are influenced more efficiently by communication designs and express greater possibilities of loyalty regarding communication from companies [42]. In the previous studies, consumer switching behavior has been related to planning of applicable communication. For example in a relationship mapping technique SPAT [43], consumers’ expressions in the connections are discovered to be related with their behavior. Sharma and Patterson [44] argue that articulate communication could gener-
ate a sense of warmth along with fostering customer-to-business relations. Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is described as the field of collecting consumer’s data to tailor the business plans according to certain consumer needs. It might support the cellular companies in establishing staunch connections with consumers by targeting advertising expertise, reduced quantity of consumer withdrawal and assuring provision of consumer needs that consequently could increase the consumer satisfaction and loyalty [45].

Raciti and Dagger [46] explain that aesthetical features of written communication should be considered before planning written communication for example writing style, paper quality, color, font, selection of the font style and use of the bold and italics. They also underscore the significance of paper quality and paper color, communication fittingness for example checking spelling and punctuation mistakes, size and simplicity of font and communicated messages’ clearness for example sentences and related information on the consumer observation. To improve consumer loyalty, service providers could essentially engage these aesthetical aspects of written communication into the mechanisms as letters, brochures, newsletters and emails.

Merisavo and Raulas (2004) describe that newsletter communication has the essential purpose in direct marketing to inspire brand loyalty [47]. In this respect, newsletters, magazines and brand website are the instruments to support service providers by displaying the services to consumers on monthly, weekly and daily basis [48]. Newsletters are largely the communication means to support enterprises in planning tailored information comprising updates and entertainment [49]. Merisavo and Raulas (2004) explain that email is a recognized form of communication in this regard [47]. Major objectives for email usage in marketing are to disseminate marketing information concerning brands, products and services and to expand website traffic. Muller et al. (2008) identify that presently enterprises have strengthened the development of websites; by displaying communicating material alongwith related instruments such as email newsletters and magazine [48]. Mangold and Faulds (2009) describe that social media involves different instruments of online, word of mouth forums including blogs, twitter, enterprise sponsored discussion boards, consumer to consumer email, and social networking such as Facebook [50].

3. Data and Methodology

Researchers employ explorative research design with quantitative approach to conduct instant research study. As defined by Aaker et al. (2004), explorative design primarily examines previously unexplored research questions [51]. Researchers organized research questions through research guide in Roos (1999) that is amended for obvious requirements [43]. Later, data is collected via surveys and questionnaires. After data collection, researchers create different categories by decoding and studying the data, to trace the repetitions.

By surveying 383 telecom customers in Wuhan, China, who have previously switched telecom company due to some specific reason, researchers witness the actions in which
customers relate their telecom relationship to the tangible behavior. Customers’ ages range from 18 year old to 45 year old. Most of the respondents belong to millennial age group. On the basis of previous research study, researchers devise two kinds of newsletters communications, one for active customers and the other for passive customers. These two kinds of newsletters are part of the standard survey questionnaire, comprising 30 questions and consequently customers’ options are documented. First part of questionnaire comprises of open-ended questions and 5-point likert scale questions ranging from “Not at all important” to “extremely important”. Later, researchers correlate the inferences from primary research to the theoretical background and learn the forms of communication for active and passive consumers consistent with their particular switching behavior and communication inclination. Questionnaire is primarily based on 6 sections. These sections are mentioned as follows: background information, customer relationship with current service provider, customer relationship with previous service provider, nature of products and services used in the package, conclusion, and communication testing.

Hague et al. (2004) define coding as forming code frame which involves classes of information assembled together in individual heads; in order to examine the information drawn via surveys [52]. Classes in the code frame are formed by demarcating important features from literature and likewise by information collected through surveys for insistence switching determinants were classified before the applicable trigger division.

Microsoft excel is employed for quantitative data analysis and all the data is analysed for frequency and cross tabulations and percent of all the questions to interlink with each other.

Researchers design two kinds of newsletters, active newsletter and passive newsletter. switching determinants and triggers establish the active and passive behavior of consumers, which are used to design active and passive newsletters to persuade the separate kinds of consumers. Roos and Gustafsson [9] define that communicating efficiently to active and passive consumers are made conceivable when variances between active and passive consumers are uncovered in research studies [9].

Following is an excerpt from the “Active Newsletter” emphasizing quality service and rich information about innovative services:

“China Unicom presents a new flexible subscriptions package that you can change at any time. You can use the one month package for call, SMS/MMS and internet surfing (20 GB included). You also get free access to our super-fast surfing zones. If you prefer, you can increase the package during the period by one or more of the options. When you do not need the package further, you can return to your normal monthly package. Right now it includes free music download from iTunes, and a revolutionary; Music System. Play and control your music in every room with your smartphone or smart pad.”

Following is the passive newsletter emphasizing on cheaper prices instead of service quality:
“China Unicom presents a new subscriptions package for 24 months, you get the first 6 months only for half monthly fee. With this service, you can call for 0 RMB per minute and send free SMS/MMS to all customers of other telecom companies.”

Reliability of the present study means that despite the repetition of data collection process in the same research settings, identical outcomes would be produced, thus guaranteeing its long-term credibility (Jacobsen, 2002) [53]. Data fittingness is also established by receiving the initially planned information from customers, if a respondent could not understand any part of the questionnaire, then questions are rearticulated in more plausible fashion. A standard questionnaire is utilized to carry out all the surveys. Merely agreeable and eligible respondents are selected for the surveys as those respondents who have switched telecom company at least once, furthermore respondents are asked to be outspoken.

4. Findings

Table 1 encloses the empirical data assembled by surveys. Through coding, all responses in questionnaires are allocated to the appropriate group.

There are 3 telecom companies competing for market share, namely, China Mobile, China Telecom and China Unicom. 134 customers are currently using China Unicom, 139 customers are using China Mobile and 100 customers are using China Telecom. 168 out of 383 are active consumers while remaining 215 are passive consumers.

Likewise, 223 influential, 103 situational and 57 reactional triggers are witnessed. 3 forms of triggers and 5 kinds of switching determinants generally drive consumers towards switching course thus it is vital to evaluate these two factors in association with each other.

Most suggestively motivating component towards switching is exposed as “price” as 97 consumers state it as pivotal feature owing to lesser buying power therefore it is presented as influential passive trigger. “Suggested” switching determinant produced by

Table 1. Empirical data from surveys.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Competitive situation</th>
<th>Trigger distribution</th>
<th>Switching determinants</th>
<th>Source of information</th>
<th>Switching behavior</th>
<th>Attitude towards previous operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China Unicom</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>Influential</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Advertisement</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>Already switched back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suggested</td>
<td></td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Competitor action</td>
<td></td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Will not switch back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Friends &amp; Family</td>
<td></td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecom</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>Situational</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>Other or Better Service</td>
<td>Own Activity</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Will switch back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Mobile</td>
<td>139</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Telecom</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>Reactional</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Unfeasible treatment</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>Will consider to switch back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of competitors</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
friends and family is seen as exceptional owing to the greater talk occurrence between social circle; 74 consumers believe it as the most important facet. This determinant is segment of influential active trigger since consumer robustly explored numerous obtainable substitutes following idea from social circle. Publicity marketing actions of competitors persuade 44 consumers who are swayed by influential passive trigger due to their deficiency of active exploration participation and instant substituting action based on publicity events of competitor. Untimely reply from company staffs sway 79 consumers to switch. Other/better services draw 89 customers’ responsiveness due to perfect signal coverage (Figure 1).

“Source of information” labels consumer’s route concerning switching in the course of trigger occurrence thus raising its significance in the switching behavior. Consumers receive the information mainly by advertisement, friends & family and/or own activity.

140 consumers receive the information sourcing the switching by family and friends. Advertisements produce triggers in 153 consumers’ minds. Just 90 consumers state the cause of trigger as their own activity.

Outcomes of communication testing disclose that 197 consumers like passive newsletter whereas the other 186 consumers like active newsletters (Figure 2).

Gustafsson et al., (2004) reinforce these outcomes by emphasizing the propensity of telecom consumers to validate passive behavior by desiring price as an effect of rising competitive marketing strategies [2].

5. Discussion

Active consumers evidently prefer communication grounded on service quality information, comprising company’s various innovative packages, unrelatedly of prices. They frequently explore comprehensive information by their own initiative, in place of only becoming persuaded by social circle’s thoughts or competitors’ advertising tactics. Their key motives for switching are recognized as obtainability of improved services and encountering unfeasible management by the telecom company’s staffs. So, companies

![Figure 1. Frequency of switching determinants.](chart)
are required to interact active consumers concerning cutting-edge subscriptions, and
guarantee best conduct and service quality. Active consumers also select active
newsletter because they plan to assess numerous options promoted by diverse telecom op-
erators.
Roos and Gustafsson [9] term passive consumers as not being observant to the pub-
licity material focused regarding them and they should be often communicated, addi-
tionally this notion is likewise reinforced by the results of current analysis as passive
consumers reply that they are mostly persuaded by price feature and also by recom-
mendation of friends and family to make switching decision; so to positively accom-
plish relationship with passive consumers, telecom operators are required to incorpo-
rate marketing communication focusing on price that ought to be regularly communi-
cated across consumers’ friends and family [9].
In communication testing, 58 consumers are originally discovered as active in ques-
tionnaire processing but they selected passive newsletter since they prefer to receive the
information about special prices. Roos and Gustafsson [9] classify that influential trig-
erg with price as switching determinant might indicate unsteady prospective consumer
relationship with existing telecom operator while situational trigger with price as
switching determinant could indicate a durable prospective consumer relationship [9].

6. Conclusion and Implications for Managers
Propositions of this paper communicate the method to avert the triggers from occu-
rence. Current analysis provides the prospect to the telecom enterprises of growing the
long-term consumer reliability by communicating and classifying the active and passive
consumers. Thought process of consumer switching management, founded on triggers,
omens significant results for telecom consumer relationships [9]. To regulate this
switching development, telecom enterprises are required to observe the switching de-
terminants exposed in current study, by examining and using the several causes of information to customers, that are likewise presented in this research as utilized by consumers to acquire the vital information for centering their switching choice, through tailored written communication for example selected by active and passive consumers in communication testing stage.

7. Limitations and Future Research

As preliminary determination to connect triggers and switching determinants with the precise form of written communication, scholars confront challenges in designing research instrument so upcoming research could cultivate developed research instrument to estimate the successful communication forms and descriptions. Research might also define the proportion of active and passive consumers to adopt the corresponding communication quotient.
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